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Abstract. When designing experimental studies in the driving domain, an
important decision is which driving scenarios to include. It is proposed that HMI
need to be adaptive to the complexity of the driving situation, in order to avoid
overloading the driver. To further study adaptive HMI a comprehensive list of
factors that determine the perceived complexity of a driving situation is
required, yet absent. In this, infrastructure- and traffic characteristics that may
influence the perceived complexity of a driving situation were collected from
literature. Next, four sets of driving scenarios of varying complexities were
created and validated in an online survey. The results of this study include: 1) a
list of infrastructure- and traffic characteristics that influence the overall com-
plexity of a driving situation, and 2) validated scenarios of varying complexities.
These outcomes help researchers and designers in setting up future driving
studies.
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1 Introduction

It is currently studied how the Human Machine Interfaces (HMI) in cars may support
drivers in their new supervisory role in partially automated cars. It is suggested that the
HMI should be adaptive in order for the driver to fully understand the automation’s
capabilities and limitations, and to use the automation safely and efficiently [1–3].
The HMI may be adaptive to any of the three core factors in a driving situation: 1) the
driver, 2) the car state, and 3) (the complexity of the) driving situation. That is, any
changes in these core factors may require the driver to get different information about
the automation. In this study we focus on (the complexity of the) driving situation, as
the required information to safely operate a partially automated car may depend on this
for several reasons. First, the driver needs situated information about the environment
in order to be able to understand and anticipate their own role. Second, drivers need
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information that is adaptive to the environment as their processing capability is
dependent on the complexity of the driving situation [3, 4]. Studies have already shown
that an increase in several environmental elements, such as traffic density or traffic
signs, can increase drivers’ workload and take-over times [5–8]. Information interfaces
in the car may need to be adaptive in these situations to avoid overloading the driver.
For example, drivers may require more condensed or simplified information from the
HMI in highly complex situations.

While the complexity of a driving situation may largely influence the information
needs of a driver, no base scenarios of varying complexities exist to this day to further
investigate this. Furthermore, while other studies [5, 6] have investigated the effect of
one specific road- or traffic element on drivers’ mental workload, there is no condensed
overview of elements which may contribute to the overall complexity when designing
scenarios. Also, the listed studies mainly focused on highway scenarios. It is unclear
how the results translate to urban and rural scenarios. The work by Fastenmeier [9]
presents a great base for defining the complexity of road sections and will be used as
the foundation of this research. Still, this research only focusses on the infrastructural
aspects but not the variation in traffic.

The goal of this study was to identify core environment characteristics that con-
tribute to the overall complexity while creating and validating a set of reusable sce-
narios of varying complexities. This was achieved by applying various infrastructure-
and traffic characteristics found in literature to five basic road types (straight, curve,
intersection, roundabout, highway). These were then rated on their overall-, infras-
tructure- and traffic complexity in an online survey.

2 Methods

The road analysis schema described by Fastenmeier [7] was used as a base to create
scenarios of different complexities for both urban and highway settings. This schema is
based on both the physical andmental processing load of a driver in specific infrastructure
sections. Based on other studies like those byRadlmayr andZeitlin [5, 9]we added several
traffic- and infrastructure characteristics to the scenarios. An overview of all scenarios can
be found in Fig. 1. Then, an online survey was conducted to assess the complexity of
driving scenarios, and the elements that may increase the complexity. In this survey,
participants rated each scenarios on its overall-, traffic- and infrastructure complexity.

2.1 Participants

A total of 143 respondents completed our online survey. As the survey was distributed
on the American online crowdsourcing platform MTurk, all respondents were from the
US. The youngest respondent was 21 years old, while the oldest was 73 years old
(M = 34.06, SD = 8.83). 51% of the respondents was male and 49% was female. The
education level was relatively high with 58.1% having at least a bachelor’s degree.
Respondents were required to have a driver’s license to be able to participate. The
majority (76.2%) had their driver’s license for more than 10 years, 18.2% had it
between five and 10 years and 5.6% had it for less than 5 years.
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2.2 Scenarios

Infrastructure. Five frequently occurring base scenarios were chosen: straight road,
curve, intersection, roundabout and highway (Fig. 1 column a). The road analysis
schema by Fastenmeier [9] was subsequently used in order to vary the infrastructure
complexity of these five base scenarios. This schema clusters road elements on their
physical and mental processing load. The work of Fastenmeier [9] is an integration of
own research and prior work by (amongst others) Benda and Hackman [10, 11].

In the schema by Fastenmeier [9], certain road elements either increase or decrease
the complexity for the driver. Road elements that increase the complexity according to
the schema are: sharp turns, slopes, obstacles, road narrowing, absence of road lines,
and having to give priority regulated by signs. Elements that should relieve the load of
drivers are unobstructed views, signalized intersections (instead of priority to the right
or signed priority) and separated lanes by for example a center divider. Other elements
that may increase the complexity are unique or unfamiliar road constructions. Simi-
larly, the study by Matthews et al. [12] showed increased stress when encountering
unfamiliar road situations. Therefore, we included a Dutch style roundabout with
integrated bicycle paths. This was expectedly an unfamiliar sight for the respondents
that were from the US. To create scenarios of higher infrastructure complexity the
workload inducting elements were applied to the five base scenarios (Fig. 1 column b).

Fig. 1. The constructed scenarios: a) base scenarios, b) base and added infrastructure
complexity, c) base and added traffic d) traffic- and infrastructure changes combined.
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Traffic. Next, traffic was added to the base scenarios (Fig. 1 column c). Several traffic
factors may influence the complexity of a driving situation. First, prior studies like that
of Radlmayr et al. and de Waard [5, 13] have already shown the effect of traffic density
on drivers’ mental workload. Still, there are other traffic related factors that can make
driving situations more or less complex for the driver. A second important overall
factor is the predictability of other road users. The predictability of other road users
showed to have a large impact on the perceived difficulty of a driving situation [14].
Unpredictable traffic behaviour may include road users that break traffic rules. Fur-
thermore, the variety in road user types and differences in travel direction can decrease
predictability and increase the situation complexity.

To create situations of higher traffic complexity, the factors of traffic density, traffic
predictability and giving priority without support were applied. For the traffic density,
the number of road users was increased. For the predictability, a variety of road user
types, travel directions and road users that break the rules were included. To include
priority without support, road users were included that should receive priority from the
ego vehicle. Lastly, both the infrastructure- and traffic adaptations were combined to
create the last scenarios (Fig. 1 column d).

2.3 Materials and Procedure

This experiment consisted of a survey distributed through an online crowdsourcing
platform by Amazon, MTurk. This platform allowed us to gather a large amount of
respondents relatively fast for a small compensation [15]. The average completion time
of the survey was 24 min. Each participant was compensated $2 for their time. The
start of the survey contained four demographics questions regarding the respondents
age, gender, driver’s license and education level. The questionnaire contained 18
different scenarios, each was displayed at random and twice in the experiment. Each
scenario was rated on the overall-, infrastructure- and traffic complexity. The answer
scales ranged from 1 (very simple) to 9 (very complex).

3 Results

3.1 Overall Complexity

First, the overall complexity of each of the five basic road types (straight, curve,
intersection, roundabout, highway) were inspected without any infrastructure- or traffic
additions. The base straight, curve and highway scenarios scored relatively low with
respective overall scores of MStraight = 1.4 (SD = 1.32), MCurve = 1.7 (SD = 1.39) and
MHighway = 1.8 (SD = 1.39). The intersection and roundabout scenarios appeared to
have higher scores with MIntersection = 2.3 (SD = 1.52) and MRoundabout = 4.1 (SD =
1.39). A One-way ANOVA confirmed that the road types scored differently on their
complexity (F(4,710) = 70.22, p < .001). Following t-tests showed that all base road
types were significantly different from each other (all p < .05), just the highway and
curve scenarios were not scored differently from each other (t(284) = −.43, p = .67).
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Following, it was analyzed whether the traffic and infrastructural changes that were
applied to increase the overall complexity actually increase the overall scores. The base
scenarios scored an average of MBase = 2.3 (SD = 1.22). The scenarios that had their
infrastructure changed to increase complexity were scored an average of
MInfrastructure = 3.6 (SD = 1.35) while the scenarios with changed traffic scored an
average of MTraffic = 3.7 (SD = 1.22). The scenarios that combined the infrastructure
and traffic changes scored an average of MCombined = 5.2 (SD = 1.20). Figure 2 shows
an overview of the complexity scores for all scenarios.

A One-way ANOVA confirmed that the base-, infrastructure-, traffic- and com-
bined scenarios were scored differently (F(3,568) = 128.67, p < .001). Paired t-tests
showed that the base scenarios were scored significantly lower than the infrastructure
(t(142) = −17.80, p < .001), traffic (t(142) = −19.02, p < .001) and combined sce-
narios (t(142) = −27.12, p < .001). The infrastructure and traffic altered scenarios were
not found to be different (t(142) = −1.34, p = .18). Still, both the infrastructure
(t(142) = −16.58, p < .001) and traffic (t(142) = −20.17, p < .001) altered scenarios
were scored lower than the scenarios in which the infrastructure and traffic changes
were combined.

3.2 Influence of Infrastructure- and Traffic Complexity on Overall
Complexity

It was unclear to what extend the infrastructure and traffic contributed to the overall
complexity of the scenarios. As each scenario was scored on the infrastructural-, traffic-
and overall complexity, this could be analyzed through a multiple regression model.
Scatterplots confirmed linear relationships between the infrastructure complexity scores
and overall complexity scores. The same was found for the traffic complexity scores
and overall complexity scores. Multicollinearity was not of concern (TrafficCom-
plexity, Tolerance = .267, VIF = 3.74; InfrastructureComplexity, Tolerance = .267,
VIF = 3.74). First a regression model with only traffic complexity scores as a predictor
was created. This model showed that the traffic complexity scores explain the overall
complexity scores well with an R2 of .77 (F (1,141) = 464.032, p < .001). Following,
the infrastructure complexity scores were added as a predictor. In this combined

Fig. 2. Overview of the complexity scores for all scenarios.
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regression model, the infrastructure- and traffic scores explain the overall complexity
very well with an R2 of .86 (F(2,140) = 431.153, p < .001). In this model the overall
complexity score is equal to .261 + .357 (InfrastructureScore) + .594 (TrafficScore).
Increased traffic complexity scores appear to contribute to overall complexity scores
more than infrastructure.

4 Discussion

During this study, we identified several infrastructure- and traffic elements in literature
that were proposed to increase the perceived complexity of a driving situation. The
infrastructural elements included: sharp turns, slopes, obstacles, road narrowing,
absence of road lines, unfamiliar constructions and having to give priority regulated by
signs. Traffic elements that were used to increase complexity were based on several
studies and included: traffic density, varying road user types, multiple travel directions
of other road users, road users that break the traffic rules and having to give priority
without infrastructural support. These elements were integrated into multiple scenarios
of varying complexity and validated through an online survey.

The results of this study show that both the infrastructural- and traffic changes
indeed increased the overall complexity of scenarios. By combining these infrastruc-
ture- and traffic elements the overall complexity increased even further. While both
contribute to the overall complexity, it is noteworthy that the traffic had a larger
influence compared to the infrastructure. When constructing scenarios that need to be
of high complexity, it therefore seems advisable to focus on (but not solely rely on)
introducing traffic elements.

Interestingly, not only the infrastructural- and traffic changes contributed to the
overall complexity of the scenarios. The overall complexity changes also based on the
core road type (straight, curve, intersection, roundabout and highway). Curved roads
were perceived as the least complex followed by the straight roads. Intersections and
highways were considered slightly more complex. The roundabout scenarios were
perceived to be more complex than the other scenarios. As described earlier, unfa-
miliarity may increase the complexity of a scenario. This may have contributed to the
increased complexity as the respondents were American. Roundabouts, especially with
dedicated bicycle lanes, are still relatively new in the US compared to in European
countries. There are some elements that may further increase (or decrease) the com-
plexity of driving scenarios that were not included in this study such as non-road
environment, weather and communication by other road users. A city environment with
highly dense and variable building is more complex to process compared to a rural road
surrounded by similar meadows. Furthermore, verbal and behavioral communication
by other road users can increase complexity.

Concluding, we identified infrastructure- and traffic elements that contributed to the
overall complexity of driving situations which can be used to create new scenarios of
varying complexities for driving studies. Furthermore, the study presents a validated
selection of driving situations of varying complexities in Figs. 1 and 2. The results of
this study are particularly useful to further study and develop adaptive driver feedback
and support systems in (partially) automated cars.
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